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Recently, models of fullerene-like atomic clusters were proposed for understanding the 

band-gap engineering of ZnCdO-based nano-materials and effect of clusterization of CdO 
phase in ZnO [1, 2]. In this works the dependences of electronic structure of fullerene-like 
ZnnOn and Znn-xCdxOn clusters on the complete number of atoms and the number of Zn atoms 
substituted by Cd ones are investigated. It was observed that the calculated band-gap energy 
(2.827 eV) of Zn34Cd2O36 (~6 at.% Cd) was consistent with the experimental value (2.87 eV) 
for Zn0.94Cd0.06O film grown by dc magnetron sputtering [3]. 

Here we propose a new model of fullerene-like Zn44Cd4O48 cluster (8.33 at.% Cd) 
with sp2 bonds for study the effect of clusterization of CdO phase in ZnО matrix on the 
stability, electronic structure and band-gap energy of ZnCdO ternary alloy. Three cases of 
distribution of Cd-O pairs in cluster were studied. In the first case, Cd-O pairs are not adjacent 
to each other. In the second case, three Cd-O pairs are merged in cluster. In the last case, all 
four Cd-O pairs are grouped together (Fig. 1). Optimized geometry, the total energy and 
band-gap energy were determined using the hybrid density functional theory (B3LYP) with 
basis set 3-21G(d). The cohesive energy was calculated as the difference between the total 
energy of the cluster and the total energy of its constituent non-interacting atoms. 

Non-monotonic increase of the cohesive energy of the Zn44Cd4O48 cluster with 
increasing a degree of the clusterization of CdO phase is observed. When three Cd-O pairs are 
grouped together (Fig. 1.2) the cohesive energy of the Zn44Cd4O48 cluster increases by 
0.07414 еV. That is, the clusterization energy is equal to 0.037 еV per one Cd-O pair. Adding 
to the CdO cluster fourth Cd-O pair (Fig. 1.3) leads to an enhancement of the cohesive energy 
of Zn44Cd4O48 cluster on 0.074 еV (it is equal to clusterization energy of fourth Cd-O pair). A 
reduce in band-gap energy from 2.82 eV (Fig. 1.1) to 2.69 eV (Fig. 1.2) and to 2.58 eV (Fig. 
1.3) with increase in the degree of clusterization was revealed.  

Computations were performed on the SKIT cluster (http://icybcluster.org.ua/). 
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Fig.1. Optimized geometry of the Zn44Cd4O48 clusters with different degree of  clusterization of CdO 
phase: Cd-O are not merged (1), three Cd-O pairs are combined in clusters (2), four  Cd-O pairs are grouped 

together (3); gray ball – Cd, black ball – Zn; white ball – О. 
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